ENKROMELLE ANDREW
MOTIVATOR | LEADER | MODERATOR

Enkromelle is a sought after young global voice who
works with organizations to motivate productivity, better
team cultures and leadership.

Known for her electric stage presence, Enkromelle is a
funny and phenomenal storyteller! Her interactive
keynotes and team workshops teach people how to drive
an exceptional culture of peak performers amidst
challenging times.

She nurtures leaders and teams to become resilient,
manage effectively and thrive. Her power sessions teach
the art of unconventional thinking and equip you with
tools to adapt during uncertain times.

SIGNATURE KEYNOTES
1.

Compound Effect: The tiny daily productivity habits
that increase team efficiency

2.

Kintsugi - How to thrive in uncertain times and get
unstuck!

3.

Stoicism – A Guide To Building Emotionally
Intelligent Teams

4.

You got this - The big magic in positive affirmations
(the motivational talk you've been waiting for!)

5.

On Purpose: How Intentional Interactions Create
Winning Team Cultures

6.

The Customizable Talk:

Tailored because a gown

first measured fits best!

FIND OUT WHY THE WORLD'S BEST BRANDS LOVE HER

ENKROMELLE ANDREW
MOTIVATOR | LEADER | MODERATOR

SIGNATURE KEYNOTES SYNOPSIS
Compound Effect: The tiny daily productivity habits
that increase team efficiency
Create and integrate habits that are simple and
actionable to increase productivity without risking
burnout. Our focus in this session is to learn how to make
the “good habits” stick and be literally etched into our
neural pathways.

Kintsugi - How to thrive in uncertain times
Learn how to manage complexity and thrive through Kintsugi
(a Japanese art technique used in this keynote as a
metaphor)

This is a powerful and motivating talk that

teaches audiences how to adopt to the "new normal", build
resilience and get unstuck.

Stoicism – A Guide To Building Emotional Intelligence
This talk will equip your team with powerful knowledge of
how to become self-aware through stoicism and use
emotional information or feelings to their advantage as a
result becoming more equipped to communicate
effectively, overcome challenges and defuse conflict.

You got this - The big magic in affirmations
Discover and become a more confident and passionate
YOU through affirmations! Sometimes all we need is a
light hearted moment, to laugh, to reflect and to feel reenergized because well, life is hard.

On Purpose: How Intentional Interactions Create Winning
Team Cultures
A practical exercise session on how to dialogue. Learn crucial
communication and listening techniques to resolve conflicts and
create better connected teams and relationships

The Customizable Talk: Tailored because a gown first
measured fits best!
Already have an idea for a keynote? Get this customized
option created to address & teach your team or event
audience based on a specific brief provided by you.

FOR BOOKINGS:

hello@enkromelleandrew.com

